146	APPENDIX III
to note that, although stress is the sole criterion of the metre,
some of the songs give forth distant echoes of well-known
Indian methods of scansion. Take, for instance, the second
verse quoted above. It will not scan according to Indian
rules, but nevertheless its lilt is strongly suggestive of the
Indian doM. The doha is a metre based on instants, each of
which is the time occupied in uttering one short syllable, one
long syllable counting as two instants. Each half-verse is
divided into the following groups of instants:—6 + 4 + 3,
6 + 4 + 1. The group of 3 is generally an iambus (u —), and
the second half-line generally ends in a trochee (— w). The
opening verse of the Sat-saiya, of Vihari is a good Hindi
example:—
6         t     4	3
mm bJiava\-bd(lIid   Jiarati
6	41
liddJul tid]gari so\i
6	4^       3
jd tanct kl | j/iat \ jpatjai
6	4     1   '
Si/ama liariia   dull ho\i
It will be noticed that in Lalla/s second verse, as in a doha,
the first and third lines end in a strongly marked iambus.
So, again, the second and fourth lines end in a heavy long
closed syllable, which, with the inherent vowel, not pronounced,
of the final consonant, is really a trochee, as in the above doha.
But this is not all. In Lalla's verse, if we read the unstressed
mit' of muclri, and the word ud as short, thus:—
6	4	1
&kopi mudri ati \ najwavesA(a)
it would scan, like the second section of a doha in instants:—
6 + 4+1.
In the same way, other songs that I have examined show-
traces of other well-known metres, Persian or Indian, and it
is evident that the rude village compositions which developed
into the verses of Lalla were originally intended to be based
on some standard metre, bat that in the mouths of the rustics
stress became substituted for quantity.

